2015 Pinto of the Year

**A FAMEOUS FINALE** (Owned & Shown by: Isabella Gibbons)
Youth English Pleasure Saddle Type

**A NITE TO REMEMBER** (Owned & Shown by: Faren Anderson)
Solid Amateur Western

**A SCENT OF HEAVEN** (Owned & Shown by: Hillary Siebels)
Amateur Bareback Western Horsemanship

**AGOODPAINTJOB** (Owned & Shown by: Sena Jodoin)
Youth Disciplined Rail English
Senior Youth Western Horsemanship Horse
Youth Halter Gelding Horse
Youth English Equitation Stock Type
Youth English Pleasure Stock Type
Youth Ideal Pinto English Stock Type

**AL TAKE YOU THERE** (Owned by: Laura Alloway)
Solid Trail In Hand Horse

**ALL THE RIGHT MOVES** (Owned & Shown by: Gerry Lancaster)
Open Pleasure Driving Horse
Senior Amateur Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Horse

**AMERICAN TROOPER** (Owned by: Linda Hancock)
Open Tobiano Color Utility

**B BE A DIVA** (Owned by: Linda Hancock)
Open Halter Utility

**B C S THIRD FLASH BULLET** (Owned by: Chaun Merkens)
Youth Ideal Pinto Driving (Shown by: Katrina Dietz)

**B ENDLESS LEGS** (Owned by: Verna Eaglin)
Solid Ideal Pinto English

**BACHANTES PAINTED PEARL** (Owned by: Anne Barry Weber)
Open Jumping Horse

**BACK SEAT DRIVER** (Owned by: Paige Benson)
Amateur Novice English Pleasure (Shown by: Kimberly La Foy)

**BALLROOM BLITZ** (Owned by: Tina Wolfe)
Open Obstacle Driving Pony
Open Trail In Hand Pony

**BEYOND A DOUBT** (Owned by: Jake Weaver)
Open Yearling Longe Line Horse

**BIG EXPECTATIONS** (Owned by: Nancy Smith)
Amateur Hunter Hack (Shown by: Peyton Weldon)
Amateur Hunter Over Fences (Shown by: Peyton Weldon)
Junior Amateur Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Horse (Shown by: Peyton Weldon)
Open Hunter Hack Horse
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BLUESTROUBLEDTIME (Owned by: Toni Trumbower)
Youth Barrel Racing (Shown by: Alexis Trumbower)

BREEZY BEY DREAMIN (Owned & Shown by: Cindy Myers)
Senior Amateur Trail Horse
Amateur English Pleasure Pleasure Type

BROOKS PLEASE (Owned & Shown by: Ingrid McPherson)
Amateur Overo Color

CAPTAIN ROCKET (Owned & Shown by: Anne Landers)
Open Dressage Horse
Amateur Dressage

CEDARS CROWN JEWEL (Owned & Shown by: Judy Jackson)
Amateur Ideal Pinto Driving
Amateur Pleasure Driving

CHOCOLATE CHIP KISSES (Owned by: Lauren & Carla Demchuk)
Youth Western Pleasure Pony (Shown by: Lauren Demchuk)
Youth English Showmanship Pony (Shown by: Lauren Demchuk)

CLAYBURY'S PRIVATE LEE PAINTER (Owned by: Dawn Sanders)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Miniature
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Miniature
Open Obstacle Driving Miniature
Open Pleasure Driving Miniature
Open Trail In Hand Miniature
Open Halter Gelding Miniature

CLAYBURY'S REIGNING DESERT ROSE ( Owned by: Lisa Tollefson)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Mare Pony

CLC COLOR COORDINATED (Owned by: Mary Alice Pletcher)
Open Halter Stallion B-Miniature

CROWN JEWELS CRESCENDO FORTE (Owned & Shown by: Jerry Terry)
Amateur Hunter Over Fences In Hand

CROWN POINT LATTE (Owned by: Brenda Karnoski)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Pony

CUSTOM BUILT HOTROD (Owned & Shown by: Linda Krzemecki)
Elite Amateur Western Showmanship Horse

DAKOTA CAPITANS FERNANDO (Owned by: Lisa Hopper)
Open Tobiano Color B-Miniature

DANCING IN SECRET (Owned by: Ann DiGiovanni)
Open Halter Stock Type Mare Horse

DESIRE'S FANCY LEGACY (Owned & Shown by: Klair Thomas)
Open Jumping In Hand Miniature
Youth Disciplined Rail Driving
Youth Obstacle Driving
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Youth Reinsmanship– Driving Equitation
Youth English Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Youth Western Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature

DEYOU NGS DUTCHESS OF TAMARACK (Owned by: Julie De Young)
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Pony

DEYOU NGS GOTA DUSTY PONY (Owned by: Julie De Young)
Open Halter Hunter Type Gelding Pony

DI VER SI FIED OPTI ONS (Owned & Shown by: Madelyn Giesman)
Youth Overo Color

DR GILTY PLEASURES (Owned by: Jenna Jarboe)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Mare Horse
Amateur Western Pleasure Pleasure Type (Shown by: Cris Stetler)
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure Type (Shown by: Melissa Hacker)

DUDE I CAN BOOGIE (Owned & Shown by: Tess Pocrnich)
Youth Novice English Pleasure
Youth Novice Showmanship– Eng/West

DUN N COUNTRY (Owned by: Carol Timke)
Amateur Novice Trail– Eng/West (Shown by: Austin Pappan)

DV PARA DICE IN BLUE (Owned by: Marilyn Taylor)
Open Halter Saddle Type Mare Horse

EVONNAH (Owned by: Suzonne Franks)
Solid Amateur Halter

EXXPECT SUM LUV (Owned by: Malinda Engbarth)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Pleasure Type (Shown by: Alexandria Engbarth)

FAMES WILDCARD PA (Owned by: Cris Stetler)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Horse
Youth English Equitation Pleasure Type (Shown by: Kira Stetler)

FANCY N FAMOUS (Owned & Shown by: Michelle Haveman)
Senior Youth Western Showmanship Horse
Senior Youth English Showmanship Horse
Senior Youth Trail Horse
Youth Halter Mare Horse
Youth English Equitation Hunter Type
Youth English Pleasure Hunter Type
Youth Ideal Pinto English Hunter Type
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Hunter Type
Youth Bareback English Equitation
Youth Hunter Under Saddle

FANCY RED CHARISMA (Owned & Shown by: Sunny Stroede)
Amateur Novice English Equitation

FANCY SONNY HUSLER (Owned by: Stacey Vanden Heuvel)
Youth Novice Western Horsemanship (Shown by: Amanina Abdul Rashid)
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**FDF COLORMME AWESOME** (Owned & Shown by: Rennya Weber)
Amateur Show Hack
Amateur Ideal Pinto English Pleasure/Saddle Type

**FINALES FIRST DANCE** (Owned & Shown by: Kathrine Mayer)
Amateur English Pleasure Saddle Type

**FREESTYLING** (Owned & Shown by: Kari McKelvie)
Amateur Disciplined Rail English
Amateur Disciplined Rail Western
Amateur Hunter Under Saddle
Amateur English Pleasure Hunter Type
Amateur Ideal Pinto English Stock/Hunter Type
Senior Amateur English Equitation Horse
Senior Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Senior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse
Senior Amateur Western Showmanship Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Hunter Type Horse
Open Halter Hunter Type Gelding Horse
Open English Pleasure Hunter Type Horse
Open Disciplined Rail English Horse
Open Hunter Under Saddle Horse

**GETTING JIGGY WIT IT** (Owned by: Cheryl Shaffer)
Open Roadster Miniature

**GOOD SULTRY TIME** (Owned & Shown by: Mary Osborn)
Amateur Ideal Pinto Western Stock/Hunter Type
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Gelding Horse
Amateur Western Pleasure Stock Type
Open Overo Color Horse
Open English Pleasure Stock Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Stock Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Stock Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Stock Type Horse
Open Halter Stock Type Gelding Horse

**HBF CATCH MY IRONS** (Owned by: Samantha Whited)
Open Halter Hunter Type Stallion Horse

**HES REALLY SOLID** (Owned by: Diane Sass)
Solid Western Pleasure

**HES WORTH THE GAMBLE** (Owned by: Roberta Tuso)
Youth Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Stock Type (Shown by: Taylor Tuso)

**HH JETS TWICE THE CHARM** (Owned by: Cathryn Jostad)
Open Overo Color Pony
Open Halter Stock Type Mare Pony

**HONEYDEWS PRIDE AND JOY WINS A LOT** (Owned by: Joni Osborn)
Open Trail In Hand B-Miniature
Open Obstacle Driving B-Miniature
HOPE HEZ WORTH IT (Owned & Shown by: Nancy Stueland-Adamski)
Amateur English Pleasure Stock Type

HOT ONES R CHARMING (Owned & Shown by: Karissa Rohde)
Solid Disciplined Rail English Horse
Solid Amateur English

HUNTING FOR HEAVEN (Owned by: Susan Shoop)
Youth Barrel Racing (Shown by: Raymie Shoop)

IM ALL JACKED UP (Owned & Shown by: Emily England)
Junior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse
Junior Amateur Trail Horse
Open Western Pleasure Hunter Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Hunter Type Horse
Open Western Dressage Horse
Open Trail Horse
Open Disciplined Rail Western Horse

IM JUST BROOKE ( Owned by: Dr Susan & Michael Hamilton)
Youth Overo Color (Shown by: Morgan Rath)

IMA GALLANT MCKENZIE (Owned & Shown by: Alysia Nielson)
Youth Hunter Hack

IMA PM COOL STYLE (Owned by: Kenneth Cobb)
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Stallion Horse (Shown by: Sandra Cobb)
Open Halter Stock Type Stallion Horse

IMAGINE THAT TOO (Owned by: James Johnson)
Youth Flag Race (Shown by: Alexis Everett)
Youth Stake Race (Shown by: Alexis Everett)

IN MY DARKEST HOUR (Owned & Shown by: E Terry Strawn)
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Pony
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Pony
Open Pleasure Driving Pony
Open Halter Saddle Type Mare Pony

INVITE WALTER (Owned by: Vicki Halsey)
Open Parade Horse Horse

JACK ASHWOOD (Owned by: Denise Orman)
Junior Youth English Showmanship Horse (Shown by: Suzannah Swimm)
Junior Youth Western Horsemanship Horse (Shown by: Suzannah Swimm)
Junior Youth Trail Horse (Shown by: Suzannah Swimm)
Junior Youth Western Pleasure Horse (Shown by: Suzannah Swimm)
Junior Youth Western Showmanship Horse (Shown by: Suzannah Swimm)

JOSE CUERVO N JACK (Owned & Shown by: Christine Woodford)
Amateur Bareback English Equitation

JSW BEAUS MAJESTIC ENVY (Owned by: Adrianna Stoecklein & Stacy Ferris)
Youth Halter Miniature (Shown by: Adrianna Stoecklein)
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Open Tobiano Color Miniature

**JUS GOT SWEET TALKED** (Owned by: Karen Rafferty)
Solid Youth Western (Shown by: Brigit Hadam)

**JUST SAY WHOA** (Owned by: Cynthia Figueroa)
Youth Novice Trail- Eng/West (Shown by: Rebecca Figueroa)

**JUST SPOTACULAR** (Owned by: Tammy Jo Schafer)
Open Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Pleasure Type Horse

**JZA IM SPOTLESS** (Owned by: Monte & Danika Bischoff)
Solid Halter Hunter Type Gelding Horse

**KATIE DOLL** (Owned & Shown by: Jett Thistle)
Youth Barrel Racing
Open Keyhole Race Horse

**KISSES BY CANDLELITE** (Owned by: Susan Boyle)
Open Side Saddle Horse

**KTS FANCY SAIL** (Owned by: John Thistle)
Youth Pole Bending (Shown by: Annabel Beckett)

**LAST DANCE REQUEST** (Owned by: Ashley Waller)
Open Hunter Over Fences Horse

**LIL PAINTED PRINCESS** (Owned & Shown by: Jill Duzan)
Amateur Halter Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Open Halter Mare Miniature

**LIVING WELL** (Owned by: Mikey Trueba)
Solid Yearling Longe Line Horse

**LM HAWKS KODAKROME** (Owned by: Lisa Hopper)
Open Overo Color Miniature

**LOPIN TO THE PARTY** (Owned by: Katie Demeyer-Callaway)
Amateur Yearling Longe Line (Shown by: Laura Alloway)
Open Trail In Hand Horse

**LT PAYDAY** (Owned & Shown by: Kathy Solomon)
Solid Stake Race Horse
Solid Amateur Gymkhana

**LU HINTS OF MISTER** (Owned by: Rochelle La Duke)
Solid Disciplined Rail Western Horse

**LUXURY EDITION** (Owned & Shown by: Lee McKenna)
Junior Amateur English Equitation Horse
Junior Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Junior Amateur Western Showmanship Horse
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Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Mare Horse
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Horse

MARYS SUPER HERO (Owned & Shown by: Michelle Childers)
Solid Pole Bending Horse
Solid Youth Gymkhana

MAVERICKS PLAYBOY (Owned by: Tricia Bowman)
Youth Jumping In Hand (Shown by: Airika Bowman)

MI STRIPES ARE WILD (Owned & Shown by: Angela Edginton-Burckhard)
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Gelding Horse
Open English Pleasure Saddle Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Saddle Type Horse
Open Three Gaited & Park Horse (Sa & Pl) Saddle Type Horse
Open Halter Saddle Type Gelding Horse

MJ OBVIOUSLY AN ACE (Owned & Shown by: Alyssa Tjsaas)
Amateur Novice Western Horsemanship

MJD CHERISH ME (Owned by: Judy Daugherty)
Open Three Gaited & Park Horse (Sa & Pl) Pleasure Type Horse

MR JACK COOL (Owned by: Denise Kemper)
Youth Western Riding (Shown by: Paige Kemper)

MR SPANISH OAK (Owned by: Denise Hinman)
Open Halter Stallion Miniature

MRHOTSHOT (Owned & Shown by: Diane Steffen)
Amateur Western Pleasure Saddle Type

MYISHA (Owned & Shown by: Corisa Gritzke)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Saddle Type
Youth English Equitation Saddle Type

OH MY WORLD (Owned & Shown by: Vicki Pflasterer)
Amateur Barrel Racing
Amateur Flag Race
Amateur Keyhole Race
Amateur Pole Bending
Amateur Stake Race
Open Pole Bending Horse
Open Flag Race Horse
Open Barrel Racing Horse
Open Stake Race Horse

OLIVE BRANCHS CHROME COMMANDER (Owned by: Patsy Detamore-Brush MD)
Amateur Jumping In Hand (Shown by: Samuel Detamore)

ONE LAST IMPRESSION (Owned by: Kirsten Skillings)
Youth Show Hack (Shown by: Shelby Handberg)
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OSHQUAHS BRIO (Owned by: Patricia Wagner)
Youth Western Dressage (Shown by: Rayni Wiggins)

PENA COOL ADA (Owned by: Trisha Shorten-Armstrong)
Solid Youth Halter (Shown by: Austin Carroll)

PETERBILT TWIST (Owned by: Becky & David Peckham)
Solid Keyhole Race Horse

PF WHOS THAT LADY (Owned by: Mary Alice Pletcher)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving B-Miniature
Open Ideal Pinto Driving B-Miniature
Open Pleasure Driving B-Miniature
Open Roadster B-Miniature

PKH SPOTTS KHERIZMA (Owned & Shown by: Tammy Nielsen)
Amateur Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure/Saddle Type

PLATINUM BOOTS (Owned by: Marlee Walker)
Solid Trail Horse

PONDERING OAKS IM BUCKIN HAPPY (Owned by: Susie Hylton)
Open Halter Hunter Type Stallion Pony

PRETTY LITTLE CHOCO CHERRY MARY (Owned & Shown by: Bobbie Kindig-Sumner)
Amateur Tobiano Color

RAY DOR ECHOES (Owned by: Shawna Self)
Solid Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Horse

RC JACK BE QUICK (Owned by: Shawna Eisenhart)
Open Obstacle Driving Horse

REDDYFORMYCLOSEUP (Owned by: Toni & Kent Aden)
Youth Ranch Riding (Shown by: Ashley Aden)
Youth Hunter Over Fences (Shown by: Ashley Aden)

ROYAL CLAYBURY GREAT BALLS OF FIRE (Owned & Shown by: Lucy Lewis)
Youth Halter B-Miniature
Youth Trail In Hand
Open Overo Color B-Miniature
Open Halter Gelding B-Miniature

ROYAL EMPORER KUZCO (Owned by: Chaun Merkens)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Pony
Open Jumping In Hand Pony

RR LOOKIN SO CERTAIN (Owned by: Ronnie Clithero)
Solid Ideal Pinto Western

RUGGED ZIPPER (Owned & Shown by: Catherine Phillips)
Amateur Novice Western Horsemanship

SAILIN CD (Owned by: John Price)
Solid Ranch Riding Horse
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SCJ X FACTOR (Owned by: Lori Bowe)
Open Tobiano Color Pony
Open Halter Pleasure Type Stallion Pony

SECRET TREASURE (Owned by: Shannon Rohn)
Youth Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Hunter Type (Shown by: Cameron Rohn)

SEND ROSES PLEASE (Owned by: Jean Schuler & Jill Silverberg)
Amateur Western Riding (Shown by: Jill Silverberg)

SENSATIONAL BANDITA (Owned & Shown by: Linda Lewis)
Amateur Ranch Riding
Open Ranch Riding

SENSATIONAL ON CUERVO (Owned by: Kristy & Skylar Scribner)
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Stock Type (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)
Youth Disciplined Rail Western (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)
Senior Youth Western Pleasure Horse (Shown by: Skylar Scribner)

SHE JUST DID IT (Owned & Shown by: Jennifer Moore)
Amateur Novice Showmanship- Eng/West

SHES LOOKIN RED HOT (Owned & Shown by: Amanda Kaping)
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Pony

SHEZ BY DESIGN (Owned & Shown by: Kynlee Curry)
Youth Novice Walk/Trot- Eng/West

SHEZ HAULIN NASS (Owned by: Xander Lloyd)
Youth Keyhole Race (Shown by: Ty Lloyd)

SHEZA ROCKIN INVESTMENT (Owned by: Cassandra Warner)
Solid Halter Hunter Type Mare Horse

SHYANNES SASSY SHOT OF BOURBON (Owned & Shown by: Ruth Deters)
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Mare Horse

SHYOFKA KLASIC MANTIS (Owned by: Ruth Deters)
Open English Pleasure Pleasure Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Pleasure Type Horse
Open Show Hack Horse

SINFULLY GIFTED (Owned by: Jean Garcia)
Solid Hunter Under Saddle Horse
Solid English Pleasure
Solid Ideal Pinto English
Solid Halter Stock Type Mare Horse

SLIGHTLY UNDERRATED (Owned by: Ann & Heidi Ebner)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Horse

SMHCS FABULOUS MIRAGE (Owned & Shown by: Joni Osborn)
Amateur English Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
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Amateur Western Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature

SNAFOLS SHARPER IMAGE (Owned by: John Thistle)
Solid Barrel Racing Horse
Solid Flag Race Horse

SNOW TROOPER (Owned by: Tina Wolfe)
Amateur Trail In Hand Pony (Shown by: Rachel Thueringer)
Amateur Western Showmanship Pony (Shown by: Rachel Thueringer)
Amateur English Showmanship Pony (Shown by: Rachel Thueringer)
Amateur Reinsmanship- Driving Equitation (Shown by: Rachel Thueringer)
Youth Hunter Over Fences In Hand (Shown by: Natalie Patterson)

SOUNDVIEWS SUMMER CINN SATION (Owned by: Jean Garcia)
Open Halter Saddle Type Stallion Pony

SPARTY THE SPARTAN (Owned & Shown by: Celeste Golland)
Youth Western Horsemanship Pony
Youth Trail Pony
Open Halter Stock Type Gelding Pony

SPOTZ ROYAL BLUE (Owned by: Terrance & Rena Ross)
Open Western Pleasure Saddle Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Saddle Type Horse

SUDDENLY IM GOOD (Owned & Shown by: Lucy Lewis)
Youth Bareback Western Horsemanship

SUDDENLY R RATED (Owned by: Janice Foster)
Youth Novice Western Pleasure (Shown by: Emily Sprague)

SUMMERTIME (Owned by: Theresa Lowe)
Open Halter Mare B-Miniature

SUPER CHIP MY RIDE (Owned by: C Lynn Harrison)
Solid Ideal Pinto English

SURENOUGH SENSATIONAL (Owned & Shown by: Kirsten Chamberland)
Youth Dressage

TE RESOLUTION (Owned by: Jessica Thorndycraft)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Horse
Open Obstacle Driving Horse

THE ELEGANCE OF FAME (Owned by: Joyce Thomas)
Solid Halter Pleasure Type Mare Horse

THE KNIGHTS ABOUT ME (Owned by: Amy Munz Barco)
Solid Halter Stock Type Gelding Horse

THIS APPOINTMENTS KOOL ( Owned by: Janice Foster)
Open Yearling Longe Line Horse
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THIS MANS FANCY (Owned & Shown by: Ashton Boettcher)
Solid Youth English

THIS STARS FROM HEAVEN (Owned & Shown by: Charlinda Schabinger)
Elite Amateur English Equitation Horse
Elite Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Elite Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse
Elite Amateur Trail Horse

TODAYS CLASS ACT (Owned by: Shawn Cline)
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand Pony
Youth Halter Pony (Shown by: Taylor Pulscher)

TOTAL ECLIPSE SOLO DANCE ( Owned by: Carrie Cherrier)
Open Jumping In Hand B-Miniature

TPF MY SMOKIN LADY (Owned by: Julie Bowers)
Youth Tobiano Color (Shown by: Kimberly Bowers)

TRIPLE OAK GUENEVERE (Owned by: James Campbell)
Amateur Obstacle Driving (Shown by: James Campbell)
Amateur Trail In Hand Combined Miniature & B-Miniature (Shown by: James Campbell)
Youth Pleasure Driving (Shown by: Max Montgomery)

TRIPLE OAK STETSON (Owned & Shown by: Pat Campbell)
Amateur Disciplined Rail Driving
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand B-Miniature

TRULY TUFF (Owned & Shown by: Delaney Van Horn)
Youth Western Showmanship Pony

TSLF CUSTOM CHROME (Owned by: Anne Wisdom)
Open Halter Saddle Type Gelding Pony

TUHOTMIDUN ECLIPSE (Owned by: Timothy Wigren)
Youth English Pleasure Pleasure Type (Shown by: Tanner Wigren)

UNEK TOUCH (Owned & Shown by: Ariel Smith)
Amateur Western Dressage

VALENTINOS SIZZLING GEM (Owned by: Laura Fowler)
Open Tobiano Color Miniature

WINS A LOT OF GOLD (Owned by: Kathy Thomas)
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand Miniature

ZIPINFLUENCE (Owned by: Peter Frost)
Amateur Novice Western Pleasure (Shown by: Sally Daluge)
Open Western Riding Horse

ZIPS SACRED ASSET (Owned & Shown by: Debbie Slocombe)
Amateur Western Pleasure Hunter Type
Open Tobiano Color Horse
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ZPFEXPNSIV INVITATION (Owned by: Barbara Poupore)
Youth Novice English Equitation (Shown by: Katera Poupore)

Congratulations to all 2015 Pinto of the Year Recipients!